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Abstract

During the development of software and electronic devices, it is inevitable to make mistakes. In large,
developed companies, assigning a request to the right development team or even a department is not an
easy task. Often, the creation of software bug reports and assignment to groups is also formalized by
appropriate processes. The paper presents a novel method of software bug report assignment to a group of
developers or analysts. A specific usage of organizational structure at the company is a key component
of the proposed approach. There are presented results from real use application including both machine
learning predictions and human decisions. Human predictions are not independent, the issues are raised
as to why comparing the results of machine learning models with those of humans may be inappropriate
and what factors influence human decisions. The work also covers conclusive research about potential
benefits of the application of automated assignment of bug reports.

Keywords: Software bug assignment, Software bug triaging, Software bug report, Software bug,
Text analysis

1. Introduction

Discussed problem concerns about assigning a software bug report to correct group automatically
based on given data like description, system information in raw format or already processed by
analyzing tools. Approaches similar to these presented in the paper may be applied to situations
which work with other software development cases like related to feature requests, supporting
questions or similar issues which should be handled during software development or maintenance.
The approach might also be applied to any other different task related to machine learning tasks
like classification or labeling in a similar context. It is expected that if a software bug occurs at
unit testing level it should be handled by one of developers responsible for development of this
unit. More challenging part is when a software bug occurs at the later stage of development or
even in real customer use. For large and complex systems even pointing out department can be a
complicated task [6]. Additionally, there is an assumption that the company is divided into at
least two organization levels, like departments and divisions, as shown in Figure 1. Please note
that the names "department" and "division" and relations between them are shown in Figure 1
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Figure 1: Flow chart of process of transferring reports of bugs inside company, 3 layers shown.

serve only to better illustrate the example. In real use cases testers or customer support engineers
decide which department is most suitable for resolving issue a , while reporting a software defect
or anomaly. Next, a report is being assigned to one of the divisions inside the current department
b or transferred to another one c . The problem of assigning a software bug report to correct

group in that context may be interpreted as:

• assigning to department a or c ,

• assigning to division in context of department b ,

• assigning to division directly e .

2. Related Works

There is a plethora of ways to classify issues, i.e., classifying severity [7] or assigning the issue to
a group which should handle particular case. As there may be numerous bug reports, not all of
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them are handled simultaneously. Among others based on classification of severity decisions are
made as to whether the bug will be fixed now, later or never. In [8] an approach to assign issue to
specified components is presented. In above-mentioned work authors predict if reassignment
of created bug report will occur. For that purpose they are using data which come from major
projects Eclipse and Mozilla. In [2], bug report assignment is done directly to developers. In
the scope was to build time oriented expert model which assigns more priority to developer
who had worked on the similar bugs in the past. There are created activity profiles of people
who deliver corrections with usage of factor for normalizing which uses the time of last usage of
term by developer. [4] addresses bug report assignment to departments. It uses a specific time
dependencies for creating train and test sets. Also one of the scope of that work was to investigate
the impact of different way of preprocessing and vectorization on bug assignment accuracy. [9]
considers bug report assignments to development teams. Moreover, the approach presented in
[9], uses only selected cases to automate bug triaging. Selection is made based on confidence of
the prediction. A threshold (cutoff) for the confidence is used as there exists a trade-off between
accuracy and the number of predictions. [5] presents dual-output deep neural network which
simultaneously predicts developer and team. Authors of that work also indicate the fact that this
approach is robust against organizational changes as relations between teams and developers may
change. In different kind of applications like disease detection and classification, a hierarchical
concept of combination of machine learning models is used in [1]. There are two layers used.
The purpose of the first of them is disease detection and the second one is its classification. The
results also suggest that the hierarchical approach can outperform the flat one, especially in case
of small amount of data. A general concept of hierarchical classification algorithms is described
in [3]. It presents among others different type of structures for hierarchical problems.

Although in [9] was introduced the possibility of transferring bug reports to selected organiza-
tion parts based on the thresholds, there is lack of publication which applies specific context and
additional possibilities which can be gained due to known hierarchical structure, like for instance
combination of models related to different levels especially with usage of tuning of thresholds.

3. Research questions

• What are results of human predictions on department and inside department levels?

• What is the relation between results of machine learning predictions versus human predic-
tions?

• What are the factors impacting human predictions?

• What are minimal requirements for solution applicability in software development com-
pany?

• What are the scenarios of deployment of application?

• What are main advantages and disadvantages of human versus computerized approaches?

4. Proposed solution

The novelty is that the cases incoming into department are being transferred into divisions
(operation (b) in Figure 1) only in specific conditions. In that case a novel combination of machine
learning models may be used, where one of the models predicts which division the issue should
be addressed to, whereas the second one predicts whether the current department is the proper
one. As a result, it is a transfer to proper division only in case if both of used models exceeded
respective threshold. By the threshold we understand the cutoff confidence score based on the
output of machine learning model. The novel features can be expressed as follows:
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• assigning only selected cases of all cases incoming into department (or created inside) to
specific divisions based on confidence level of prediction or state of issue,

• creating a model or other decision system based on at least two classification models, where
at least one of them predicts division and at least one of them predicts department.

That approach is general and it is not limited to one way of creating a model. In a specific
implementation in the company, predictions come from models prepared in a way similar to
the approach presented in [4] . Fields used from bug report are title, description, product and
release. The preprocessing phase uses methods for cleaning the text like removing chosen special
characters, changing to lower letters, removing stopwords and part of content related to company
template. The training set is built from data related to relevant cases from last 365 days up to
date of creation of model. For each case the result of prediction was collected at the time when
formally correct bug report appeared for the first time at A1. Different models are used for
predictions at different levels of organization. Department is being predicted with the use of
logistic regression classifier; division with use of support vector classifier with linear kernel. This
production setup is being updated daily to get the newest available data for training as fast as
possible.

5. Results

The doctoral student conducted research on the possibility of automatic assignment of bug reports
in selected cases. The results of the studies show what the effect on historical data would be if
bug reports were sent to inside department from interface group A1. The predictions come from
the cases which passed formal check of correctness of report filling at the time of use of machine
learning model to make prediction and contain valid log content. Table 1 shows the number
of cases above a certain threshold of a model which would be sent predicting department and
respective precision. Similar research was conducted for model which predicts divisions inside
the department. Table 2 indicates the number of cases which would be transferred from group
A1 to A1B1 and its precision. The results with combination of those two models are placed in
Table 3. Based on above data, the decision about implementation pilot solution with thresholds
0.6 for department, 0.3 for division was made. Within that solution problem reports which meet
the above-mentioned requirements were transferred. For those cases which did not meet these
conditions were only placed information about suggested transfer possibilities. Selected results
are presented in Tables 4 to 6 and Figures 2 to 4. Presented data do not show cases which
were created at early stages of software development and discovered in later phases or even in
customer use. The following notations are used in Table 6:

• Human only - percentage of cases where human prediction was correct, but ML model
prediction was incorrect;

• ML only - percentage of cases where ML model prediction was correct, but human model
prediction was incorrect;

• ML & Human - percentage of cases where both ML and human model predictions were
correct;

• Both incorrect - percentage of cases where neither ML nor human model predictions were
correct.

Additionally, we can see the benefits like that for cases in date ranges from November 2021 to
January 2022 where the decision about transfers was made 79% of them were resolved1 (or fix
was not required2) inside department A1, but for cases where only decision about suggestion was
made only 66% were resolved (or fix was not required) inside.

1Resolved - resolved; not including internal department cases; ended inside department
2Fix not required - fix not required; not including internal department cases; ended inside department including inflow

group A1
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Table 1: General flow of issues in organization.

Threshold set
Cases predicted

as A1

Precision of A1
in the context of

cases above threshold
0.2 266 58
0.3 244 61
0.4 183 64
0.5 130 68
0.6 71 67
0.7 48 71

Table 2: General flow of issues in organization.
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0.2 206 39 20
0.3 148 40 23
0.4 95 42 23
0.5 53 38 23
0.6 28 39 25

6. Discussion on requirements for application of solution inside

company

6.1. Minimal requirements

Although many people at glance think that such solutions have opportunities to be introduced
only in case the predictions are better than human ones, this is not so simple as it is thought. In
the case when machine learning predictions are better than it is rather obvious that is worth to
make it application. Otherwise when it is worse, in some cases it may be also worth developing
and applying such solutions. One of the reasons is that it may work as decision supporting system
which does not make a binding decision, but only delivers suggestions which may be helpful
for cases when a reporter has no idea how to address the problem, and sometimes may ignore
suggestions when is sure where to address that or knows that the suggested target is wrong.
Sometimes an issue with group overloading may occur, like for instance they currently handle
too many bug fixes simultaneously, or have to deliver already committed new important features
to product. Then, from the businesses perspective it may be reasonable to redirect cases to groups
where it is less likely that the corrections will be delivered, but they may deliver detailed analysis
or reject bug report as not valid. That effect may be gained due to tuning of mentioned in this
work thresholds. Even if this change could lead to accuracy reduction, it may help to achieve
business goals.
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Table 3: General flow of issues in organization.
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0.3 0.3 88 36 25
0.3 0.4 60 38 26
0.3 0.5 40 38 25
0.3 0.6 26 41 27
0.4 0.3 65 34 25
0.4 0.4 44 34 25
0.4 0.5 31 34 26
0.4 0.6 21 33 24
0.5 0.3 49 40 29
0.5 0.4 34 40 29
0.5 0.5 21 43 33
0.5 0.6 13 44 30
0.6 0.3 29 57 41
0.6 0.4 20 64 45
0.6 0.5 11 75 55
0.6 0.6 7 80 57

Table 4: Chosen results transferred cases based on ML model decision.

Date range type of resolution Accuracy
November and December Resolved 38 %
November and December Fix not required 55 %

December Resolved 50 %
December Fix not required 80 %

6.2. Human factors

There are usually many validation aspects when comparing machine learning and human
predictions in software bug report assignment process. Some of them are presented in the
following paragraph. One of the most important ones is that the reporters may use an already
introduced decision supporting system. The different aspect is that in cases when multiple groups
delivered correction people can choose which one will be the final main one and may want to
boost human or machine learning result if they wish so. What is more, reporters sometimes ask
before creating reports where reports should be sent before creating formally one. At that step,
many developers might be involved or even the solution might be known before the actual report
is officially processed. Sometimes developer teams ask for verification of some functionality and
create a report directly against them. In those last two cases the final group is known even before
creating bug report. What is more, not always the best accuracy is the aim of introduction of such
solutions. Last, but not least, recently detailed instructions on how to address the most common
types of bug reports and responsibilities of divisions inside department were made to improve
human decision making.
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Figure 2: Number of bug reports meet threshold conditions in function of given thresholds.

Figure 3: Precision of predictions of bug reports meet threshold conditions in function of given thresholds excluding
cases which ended outside of department A1.
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Table 5: Chosen results of suggested cases based.

Date range type of resolution Human accuracy ML model accuracy
November and December Resolved 54 % 38 %
November and December Fix not required 65 % 35 %

December Resolved 56 % 38 %
December Fix not required 64 % 32 %

Table 6: Distribution of specific types of results of suggested cases.

Date range type of resolution Human only ML only ML & Human Both incorrect
Nov and Dec Resolved 31 % 15 % 23 % 32 %
Nov and Dec Fix not required 40 % 10 % 25 % 25 %

Dec Resolved 34 % 16 % 22 % 28 %
Dec Fix not required 40 % 8 % 24 % 28 %

6.3. Advantages and disadvantages of such solutions

The main disadvantage of such solutions, which are often pointed out during automatic transfers,
is the lack of analysis that would provide information on why such a decision was made. The
second issue that will help minimize these defects is the implemented solution, which conveniently
displays to developers’ key information about the content of the base station configuration state
logs at the time of collecting logs, provided of course the logs have collected in the correct way.

7. Next steps that have been taken

Referring to the progress of implementation in industry, prepared an earlier pilot solution
supporting the group A1, dealing with the handling of applications within the department, was
gradually extended to handle more bug reports. The solution was to transfer selected bug reports
from the group symbolically marked as A1 to selected groups in the conditions specified by the
machine learning model and if met the formal conditions for notification. This decision shall be
taken automatically without the need for human verification. The model prepared was also used
for transfers from department A2 to the teams (A1Bx) responsible for analysis in department
A1 as well as transfers to department A2. One of the models prepared is also used as one of
the component models to solve suggesting to the reporter whether the report should be opened
against department A2. In addition, it is also used as a component model for the automatic
transfer solution applications between departments A2 and A3. It was decided to remove a
group responsible for initial investigation inside that department A1 in June this year, thus fully
abandoning one layer of analysis. In connection with these changes, the solution was adapted
so that the submitted applications from department B were sent directly to groups A1Bx . In
addition, the system had to be adapted to indicate new groups after organizational changes,
because on this layer the structure has also changed.

8. Summary

The paper discusses problems related to methods of assignment of reports, feature requests,
supporting questions or similar issues to group of employees, developers, organization unit,
etc. The novelty introduced in this paper is related to the specific usage of the organizational
structure in processes of handling (assigning) an issue. The paper shows possible scenarios
of deployment of application supporting fault management with the use of solution based on
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Figure 4: Precision of predictions of bug reports meet threshold conditions in function of given thresholds including
cases which ended outside of department A1.

machine learning. The study demonstrates factors impacting human predictions, main advantages,
and disadvantages of automated solution against human. Comparison of results between human
and model predictions at both department and inside department levels are presented. Minimal
requirements for the company in case of application of machine learning supporting system in
the company are also defined.
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